Abstract
Introduction
Control theory is an interdisciplinary subdivision in the field of engineering and mathematics, which deals with the behaviours of systems' inputs, and how their behaviour is changed by feedback. The objective of each and every research on control theory is to control a dynamic system and resulting a favourite control signals or voltage as reference point. Reference point may be a fixed or changeable. To continue this procedure a controller is designed based on the control theory and it monitors the output and makes comparison with the reference [1, 2] . Automatic control system is a Software for development board which based automatic controller the carries the constant (stabilization) of a controlled variable that characterizes a technical process or the altering of the variable in accordance with a given law (program control) or with a measured external process (feedback control); the change in the value of the controlled variable is effected by applying a control action to the control element of the controlled system [3] . The (1) shows a software based automatic controller expression [4] . In automatic control, the control action x0(t) is usually function of the dynamic error that is, of the deviation ε(t) of the controlled variable x(t) from its desired value, called the set point, Control in this case is based on the feedback principle Figure 1 . which is often associated with the names of Polzunov and Watt [5] . Also sometimes classed with automatic control is control where x0(t) is generated by a compensating unit as a function of the disturbing action load on the controlled system [6, 7] .
X0(t): ε(t) = x0(t) -x (t)
(1) Figure 1 . Deviation-ε(t) and disturbance-stimulated control based on Polzunov and Watt [5] Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) In control theory, quantitative feedback theory (QFT), developed by Isaac Horowitz [8, 9] , is a frequency domain technique utilising the Nichols chart (NC) in order to achieve a desired robust design over a specified region of plant uncertainty. Desired time-domain responses are translated into frequency domain tolerances, which lead to bounds (or constraints) on the loop transmission function. The design process is highly transparent, allowing a designer to see what trade-offs are necessary to achieve a desired performance level. QFT is a control design methodology grounded on two ideas: i) The fact that feedback is only necessary in the presence of plant uncertainty and unknown disturbance and, ii) The notion that benefits of feedback are inextricable linked to a cost in terms of bandwidth and noise amplification. Its objective is to minimize such cost while fulfilling the specifications consequently, it recommends the use of two degree of freedom (2-DOF) structures that allow an independent adjustment of the sensitivity function and the tracking response. The feedback elements are in charge of reducing the sensitivity only to a level in which the effects of unknown disturbance and system uncertainty are acceptable. Then, the feedback element shapes the tracking response [10] [11] [12] . A QFT design technique commonly comprises these three basic steps [13] : i) Calculation of QFT bounds (robust stability, robust tracking, etc.), ii) Designing the controller (or loop shaping), iii) Evaluating the design (or possible pre-filter design).
Adaptive Control
Adaptive control is a specific type of control, applicable to processes with changing dynamics in normal operating conditions subjected to stochastic disturbances. The reasons for using adaptive control are, variations in process dynamics, variations in the character of disturbances, engineering efficiency. Generally, to control a process with changing dynamics is not easy [14] [15] [16] . Today two possible solutions exist for that situation: adaptive control and robust control. Adaptive control is used whenever process parameters are changing during operation and we do not know in advance what changes our process will experience. Assumption of process time invariance must be discarded. The solution has to be sought in a specific form of control where parameter estimation and regulator design will be realized on-line during normal control system operation [17] . From the Figure 2 , a distributed control system is shown, used in complex hierarchical systems and that they are built upon reliable operation of lower levels such as device level (process interface) and control level (single loop control) systems. Equipment level (group control) represent even higher level where many processes are coordinated. Adaptive and robust control presented in this Figure 3 , should be work in the single loop control level. Without good and reliable system operation in lower levels, there is no sense talking about higher hierarchical levels at all [18, 19] . Three Degree of Freedom (3-DOF)
The 3-DOF Helicopter consists of a model helicopter body, a metal base, and an aluminium frame. The helicopter has two propellers mounted in parallel, actuated by DC motors-similarly to tandem dual rotor helicopters. Figure 3 shows the 3-DOF helicopter developed by Quanser researcher group [20, 21] . The helicopter body is suspended from an instrumented joint that is mounted at the end of a long arm and is free to pitch about its centre. The other end of the arm is fastened to the base using a two degree of freedom joint. This allows the arm, and thus the helicopter, to be rotated about the vertical axis-the travel axis-as well as up and down-the elevation axis. The other end of the arm has an adjustable counterweight that changes the effective mass of the helicopter system-making it light enough to be lifted by the thrust from the propellers. All axes are measured using high-resolution encoders to obtain precise position feedback. The slip ring mechanism on the vertical axis allows the body to rotate continuously by eliminating the need for any wires to connect the motors and encoders to the base. The front and back propellers control the movement of the helicopter [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The 3-DOF helicopter principals to control the three axis with front and back propellers, which control the movement of the helicopter. The 3-DOF Helicopter modelling conventions used are: The helicopter is horizontal when the elevation angle equals ε = 0. The travel angle increases positively, when the body rotates in the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. The pitch angle is positive, ρ(t) > 0, when the front motor is higher than the back motor. The worksheet goes through the kinematics of the system. Thus, describing the front motor, back motor, helicopter body, and counterweight relative to the base coordinate system shown in Figure 4 [29, 30] These resulting equations are used to find the potential energy and translational kinetic energy of the front motor, back motor, and counterweight of the system. The thrust forces acting on the elevation, pitch, and travel axes from the front and back motors are defined and made relative to the quiescent voltage or operating point.
3-DOF helicopter equations
From the free-body diagram of the 3-DOF helicopter is shown in Figure 4 (a), and its spatial relations of the frames and angles are shown in Figure 4 (b). Applying the Euler-Lagrange formula, the dynamics of the helicopter can be described by differential equations. They considered the elevation motion [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The twisting moment of this axis is controlled by the composition of forces generated by the propellers. In (2) [29] , α0 is the initial angle between the helicopter arm and its base. Jє, Kf, La, Ff and Fb are the moment of inertia, force constant, length of body, front motor force and back motor force across to elevation angle respectively, the pitch motion is described by the following:
In (3) [34] , Jp, Kf, Lh, Ff and Fb are the moment of inertia, force constant, distance of the motors from pitch axis, front motor force and back motor force across to elevation angle respectively When the force generated by the front motor is greater than that by the back one, the helicopter body will pitch in the positive direction. The 3 DOF Helicopter model that is used in this laboratory is analogous to a tandem rotor helicopter. As described in the FBD shown in Figure 4 , the pitch of the helicopter, ρ, is the rotation of the helicopter about a line perpendicular to the length of the body located at the centre of gravity [34] [35] [36] [37] .
Research Method
The proposed controller was simulated by MATLAB simulation process, but it is important to develop transfer function equation for the controller and observe simulation based hardware performance. For the hardware simulation process the MATLAB simulation file is needed to moderate for actual hardware, because the helicopter model can directly access through real-time QUARCH software. QUARCH is the real-time interfacing software between MATLAB software and Quanser 3-DOF helicopter's data acquisition card. MATLAB simulation block diagram can be used directly in this procedure.
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Proposed Controller Transfer Function for 3-Dof Helicopter
The proposed design simulation architecture of the system is shown in Figure 5 . The concept of hybrid adaptive with QFTcontroller is designed to adapt with its self-tunes parameters and linearly least phase systems must sacrifice to desirable feedback control benefits to obtain the desired properties in the closed-loop system. The elevation, pitch and travel motion we already developed shown as the following close loop transfer functions (4), (5) and (6): where ε(t), p(t) and τ(t) are the transfer functions for elevation angle, pitch angle and travel angel respectively, kf is the motor force-thrust constant, la is the distance from pivot point to motor stationary joint point and lh is the distance from joint point or pitch axis to each motor. kϵp and kϵd are the feedback control gain of elevation axis, je and jp are the moment of inertia about the elevation axis and pitch axis respectively. kpd and kpp are the feedback control gains of elevation axis. kp gain control (increase kp will increase overshoot). krp and kri are the feedback control gain of travel axis. The solved final transfer function of the system dynamics for the travel, elevation and pitch angles are shown in (7), (8) 
Proposed Controller Simulation Design with 3-Dof Helicopter
For hardware simulation model, we just replace the 3-DOF helicopter block with Quanser developed hardware connected simulation block Which will automatically adjust the communication. Figure 5 shows the Quanser 3-DOF helicopter closed loop actual system block simulation. In this Figure, every block has their subsequence blocks and the desire input signal is possibly given from any one of two sources, named desired angle from program block and desire position from joystick. From the manually selector block it was selected to "program = 1", which denotes the desire angles from program block is activated manually.
The desire angle program block in Figure 5 is the angle alterable block. The sequence blocks of desire angle from program are shown in Figure 6 . in this Figure the F1, F2 and F3 are the QFT filters. For the elevator angle the range was previously defined by quanser and the angle limits from -27 to +30. So, initially it was given -27. For the pitch angle the constant angle is given as 0 to hold the straight position of the body while flying. The travel angle is different because it does not depend on elevation angle. The maximum range for the travel angle is not fixed. So, any value is suitable for taking angle. if the angle is more than 360 the 3-DOF helicopter will take more round and vice versa. The second block of Figure 5 is "3-DOF heli: adaptive + QFT", which is the same controller used for software based simulation. The controller subsequent blocks are shown in Figure 7 , where the proposed adaptive with QFT controllers are also seen. Like previous the X, X1 and X2 are the feedback input and X_d (rad) is the connection of desire angle selection. u(V) is the controller output to the helicopter model. To observe the performance of the controller the scope blocks were used, where every angle can be observed separately. Figure 9 , shows the internal subsequence block diagram of scope block. The scope results are included in chapter five result portion. Figure 9 . Internal subsequence block diagram of scope block
Results and Analysis (The Proposed Hybrid Adaptive Controller Combine with QFT)
The proposed controller is the combination of robust and adaptive controller where QFT was used as the robust controller. The simulated connection diagram of the controller has shown in Figure 6 . The simulation design of proposed combined controller was tested on the predefine 3-DOF helicopter simulation model then on hardware simulation where the parameters are kept as original. The stimulation outputs waveform of proposed controller is shown on Figures 10, 11 and 12. The yellow waveform is the desire angle and the red waveform is the process output result by combined controller for three angles known as elevation, pitch and travel. Figure 10 is the travel angle output waveform for the proposed combined controller. From the test-bed the desire signal was given for 60 peak to peak, means 30 positive side and 30 negative side. The proposed controller successfully controlled output with a maximum overshoot of 26.67% (40.5, 10/unit), settling time 12.5 seconds (14.5, 10 s/unit) and having zero steady state error. The output may vary from different degree but for test condition all controller was tested with the same degree of angle. All the results enclosed in Table 1 . Figure 11 , shows the elevation angle output waveform for combined controller. The desire angle amplitude was selected 15pp (pic-to-pic) so 7.5 positive side and 7.5 on negative side. The output of the controller had an overshoot of 10% (9.5 V/unit), settling time 5 seconds (10 seconds/unit) and had no steady state error. The performance clearly indicates that the combined controller has higher controllability then the existing LQR controller. The results of proposed combined controller with 3 DOF simulation model for elevation angle are shown in Table 2 . Figure 11 . Response waveform of proposed combined controller with 3 DOF simulation model for elevation angle
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The pitch angle test of 3-DOF flight control Simulink model shown in Figure 12 , by using combined controller also showed good performance. The simulation model of 3-DOF helicopter model pitch angle is different from normal single test simulation. The model implies that, 
Conclusion
The method involved by combining both QFT and adaptive controllers to fully utilise the advantages and eliminates the disadvantages of the controllers. The hybrid robust adaptive controller has been tested for tracking performance via simulation. Quanser has developed simulation platform in order to evaluate the performance of the controller. The hybrid robust adaptive controller successfully has shown a better performance than single controller (individual adaptive or QFT) by reducing overshooting problem of adaptive controller and settling time of QFT controller. The combined/hybrid controller in which the actual helicopter simulation model was in the circuit. The simulation also had error minimization technique by resurrecting method of each angles and the desire angles was injected to the loop to get the desired outcome. The controller performed well and met the desired angles requirement, shown in result section. The performance of combined controller shown better performance than single controllers while performing with large uncertain range of disturbance and produced faster outcome with smaller overshoot. The outcome established that the combined controller guaranteed the specific range of uncertainty. However, the combine controller produced better process output, the unstable response was produced when range of uncertainty exceeded. 
